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About This Content

Behold the Carp Lord Pack — an ultimate must-have tackle set that every carp angler could only dream about!
This awesome selection of fishing goodies includes FOUR powerful spod&carp rod’n’reel combos, a full selection of all the best
terminal tackle: carp leaders, carp hooks, carp sinkers, method feeders, PVA feeders, spod feeders as well as baits, chum&spod

mixes and other equipment along with weekly Pond Passes and Advanced Licenses for the top-5 carp fishing destinations
around the world!

Don’t miss your perfect tackle set for a most realistic carp fishing experience!

Carp Lord Pack includes:
* 40 000 CREDITS
* 20 BAITCOINS

* 7-DAY PREMIUM
* 5 Marker Buoys

* 2 Big Storage Boxes (100 Slots)
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* 5 Tackle Setups
* 5 Recipe Slots

RODS ‘N REELS
Rods:

* UL-CHUBER™ Mega Chuber 375 SE - Length: 3.75 m (12' 4"); Casting Weight: 70–155 g (2 1/2 – 5 1/2 Oz); Power: X
Heavy; Line Weight: 5–16 kg (11–35 Lb.); Action: Moderate

* UL-CHUBER™ Carp Ranger 360 SE - Length: 3.6 m (11' 9"); Casting Weight: 80–185 g (2 5/6 – 6 1/2 Oz.); Power: X
Heavy; Line Weight: 6–20 kg (13.2–44 Lb); Action: Mod Slow

* UL-CHUBER™ Deep Horizon 400 SE - Length: 4.0 m (13' 1"); Casting Weight: 100–200 g (3 1/2 – 7 1/16 Oz.); Power: X
Heavy; Line Weight: 7–24.5 kg (15.4–54 Lb); Action: Mod Fast

* UL-CHUBER™ Power Launcher Spod 375 SE - Length: 3.75 m (12' 3"); Casting Weight: 110–240 g (3 7/8 – 8 4/9 Oz.);
Power: X Heavy; Line Weight: 8–21 kg (17.6–46.2 Lb); Action: Moderate

Reels:
* UL-CHUBER™ Mega Tank 7000 SE - Ratio: 5.1:1; Recovery: 108 cm (42.5"); Capacity: mono 0.6/120 (37/120), braid

0.3/215(36/215); Max Drag: 15.4 kg (34 Lb.); Drag: front
* UL-CHUBER™ Kraken 8000 SE - Ratio: 4.7:1; Recovery: 107 cm (42.1";); Capacity: mono 0.7/115 (.027"/115), braid

0.32/250(.0126"/250); Max Drag: 19.65 kg (43.3 Lb); Drag: front
* UL-CHUBER™ Leviathan 9000 SE - Ratio: 4.3:1; Recovery: 106 cm (41.7"); Capacity: mono 0.5/180(.02"/180), braid

0.28/320(.011"/320); Max Drag: 24.2 kg (53.3 Lb); Drag: front
* UL-CHUBER™ Griffon Spod 9000 SE - Ratio: 6.2:1; Recovery: 150 cm (59"); Capacity: mono 0.5/180(.02"/180), braid

0.28/320(.011"/320); Max Drag: 20.5 kg(45.2 Lb); Drag: front

TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines - Length 1000 yd (1000 m):

Mono 0.6 mm (.024") - Test: 19 kg (41.8 Lb)
Mono 0.65 mm (.026") - Test: 23 kg (50.7 Lb)
Braid 0.17 mm (.006") - Test: 8.65 kg (19 Lb)

Braid 0.21 mm (.008") - Test: 15.4 kg (33.9 Lb)
Braid 0.24 mm (.009") - Test: 20.85 kg (46 Lb)

Braid 0.27 mm (.01") - Test: 24 kg (53 Lb)
* Carp Leader - Length: 0.5 m (0.5 yd): 7.7 kg (17 Lb); 11.35 kg (25 Lb); 13.6 kg (30 Lb); 15.9 kg (35 Lb); 18.15 kg (40 Lb);

20.4 kg (45 Lb); 23.6 kg (52 Lb)
* Carp Hooks: #1/0; #2/0; #3/0; #4/0; #6/0; #8/0; #10/0

* Carp Camouflage Sinkers: 65 g (2 3/10 Oz.); 85 g (3 Oz.); 115 g (3 Oz.); 135 g (4 3/4 Oz.); 165 g (5 5/6 Oz.); 185 g (6 5/9
Oz.)

* Flat Feeders: 50 g (1 3/4 Oz.); 60 g (2 1/8 Oz.); 70 g (2 1/2 Oz.); 80 g (2 5/6 Oz.); 90 g (3 1/5 Oz.); 100 g (3 5/9 Oz.)
* PVA Feeders Golden: PVA Mesh Narrow; PVA Mesh Medium; PVA Mesh Wide; PVA Bag Small; PVA Bag Medium; PVA

Bag Large
* Spod Feeders: Mini Spod Prem; Large Spod Prem

* Pop-up Boilies 20 mm ( .8") Golden: Banana; Citrus; Strawberry; Plum; Chocolate; Tiger Nut; Crab; Fishmeal; Krill; Worm;
Shellfish; Spices

* Sinking Pellets 14 mm (.6") Golden: Garlic; Honey; Mulberry; Pineapple; Sunflower oil cake; Hemp; Halibut; Salmon; Tuna;
Shrimp; Caviar; Bloodworm

* Groundbait Boilies 18 mm (.7") Golden: Banana; Strawberry; Chocolate; Tiger Nut; Fishmeal; Krill; Shellfish
* Groundbait Pellets 6 mm (.24") Golden: Garlic; Honey; Hemp; Halibut; Tuna; Caviar; Bloodworm

* Spod Mix Golden: Hemp Seeds; Fermented Corn & Flax; Fermented Chickpea & Rapeseed
* Method Mix Golden: Biscuit Caramel; Spicy Fishmeal; Strawberry Banana; Squid Shrimp

* Aromas Golden: Tutti Frutti Supreme; Giant Octopus Supreme; X Flavour Supreme

EQUIPMENT
* GarryScott™ FishCastle L Plus - Max Single Fish Weight: 75kg (165 Lb.); Total Fish Weight: 200kg (440 Lb.)

* RodPod Trio™ Rod Stand - Rod Slot: 3
* Flaggmann™ Four & One Rod Case - Rods: 4; Reels: 1

* UL-CHUBER™ Lure Box ChumChest Lux - Tackles: 90; Lines: 7; Chum Components: 20
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POND PASSES (7 days):
* Tiber River (Italy)

* San Joaquin Delta (California)
* Sander Baggersee Lake (Germany)

* Akhtuba River (Russia)
* Weeping Willow Fisheries (United Kingdom)

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Advanced Italy License

* Advanced California License
* Advanced Germany License

* Advanced Russia License
* Advanced United Kingdom License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Carp Lord Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: External mouse or compatible Xbox controller required

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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The music was nice, to be honest it was the best part. Aside from a few slightly tricky jumps, the levels were very easy. Also, if
you re-use bosses it would be a good idea to change their mechanics in some notable way rather than removing a few platforms
or making it attack a little more frequently. Still, I can't complain, it was free after all. It's decent if you want to kill a half hour
on casual platforming. Okay so watching the Overwatch League matchups works pretty well! You can't really read the player
names with the headset resolution, but as long as you aren't caring about reading stuff on the stream then you're actually just
fine. I'm gonna have to try watching more stuff in StarPlayerVR because it's just fun simulating that big screen experience.

Suggestions I'd have are to change the interface for selecting settings, it's a little weird to have to go back to a playback video in
order to change the scenery. That would help immensely when watching streams on the full desktop.. Hey people from Steam,
Sea Raider here with a new review.

Today I have something special to review, a game from a member of the RPG Community instead of an old game, so let\u2019s
go.

Blade of Acrimony is a JRPG styled game with LOADS of symbolism and using delusion and insanity as a main subject. You
play as Sora Loyalar, a nice Christian girl that by some coincidence found an evil sword that is actually a fallen angel reduced to
a possessed sword.

The game itself takes a nice twist on the \u201cremove all evil\u201d plot and the Sword makes use of this; by making Sora
think the sword God via curing her wounds and gifting her armor.

Your first encounter is the poor dog you have adopted (that would make Dio proud) because \u201cGod\u201d keeps telling to
Sora that the dog is a sinful soul. Sora after killing the poor dog, she\u2019s then guided to her next target, and so you go on
your crusade.

The gameplay is fantastic, the normal attack is standard but the way you use your movements is what leads you to victory, for
example, blocking is ACTUALLY useful for once, it recovers you MP and significantly reduces the damage you take.
The powers are nice, multiple slashes, lightning strikes, life absorption; on top of that, you have a \u201ctragedy\u201d that only
shows when you have full MP meter, and you get other cool powers from that, like multiple lightning bolts that stun all your
enemies. Of course, the attack itself is crap since the sword it\u2019s dull, so you\u2019re practically bludgeoning your enemies
and doing crap damage until you level up.

The level design is pretty good, the layout is nice, the town, the military base and everything else looks great, you don\u2019t get
confused because of the good level design, and it\u2019s quite well constructed, plus, you get indicated on your obligations.

Talking about leveling up, you level up, not by EXP, but by consuming souls that level you one level, by doing this you get
awesome things like more resistance, damage, powers and \u201ctragedy\u201d powers.

I had a solid experience by this game and I liked the characters and detailed graphics.

This game gets a 9\/10.

That\u2019s all; I don\u2019t want to give spoilers or nothing, so I give this non-spoiler review.
Thanks and farewell.
. Sigh. What was meant to be the saviour for Tennis games has turned out to be a bit of a mess. Released for consoles in clearly
an unpatched, buggy state this has transferred into the PC version which is surprising considering this has been in the oven for
an additional 3 weeks.

I've seen the controversy over the game is only 25% finished interview. You know that at the end of the day, the developers and
the publishers are a business and ultimately what they are judged on first and foremost is to deliver profit and generate revenue.
Delivering a quality game is always going to be 2nd to generating money though they should always go hand in hand. You
develop a quality game, expect the rewards.
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So controversy aside, the game itself. I've not experienced a majority of the problems people have experienced. I'm running at
60fps at Ultra settings on 1440p with a gamepad and with language set correctly.

Lets get to the game itself. It is smoother than AO Tennis but that doesn't really require much challenge. However, what is
immediately apparent is the lack of control that you have over your character. The control scheme works in theory. In practice
it's like moving an sluggish elephant around on an icerink. The sprint button causes the player to wrong foot himself even in a
direction opposite to the shot you want to play. There also seems to be some consistent bugs around footwork, with teleportation
still present and magically getting to a shot in a predetermined fashion.

Shotmaking is up and down and spontaneous. Again the shot you expect to play by lining up (when possible because it's janky as
anything a majority of the time) is then taken out of your hands regardless of where you aim and the type of shot you want to
play. Additionally the inside out button might as well not exist as your player will decide when it wants to play an inside out shot
and not yourself. Serving is also a complete lottery regardless of what the tutorial says.

In terms of game modes, it's bare. Really bare. Career mode lacks any sort of depth as you go through each month being able to
play either a tournament or do some training which is actually passive or play an exhibition match. Outside of career, there's
exhibition and that's it. Advertising the game has online already when it doesn't is a no go and is false advertising.

In terms of the presentation, it's passable. Yeah the port runs at 60fps and it's pleasant to look at. Character models look decent
(even if the character creator has no substance) and the courts generally look ok. It's very clean. The sound is non existent.
Again there's no crowd sounds and that's probably because of the version used in the PC version hasn't been updated to include
them. McEnroe gets old way too quickly as well and the racket to ball sounds are generally monotone and poor.

I cannot recommend this game as it stands and it actually hurts to say that because I really really wanted to back these
developers and this game. But the developer has prioritized the wrong things for a tennis game. The fundamentals are lacking,
there's a good game in here in respect to how the game of tennis is represented and the variety. It feels/looks better than AO
Tennis. But when the implemented control scheme does not allow you to accurately control your player and with the amount of
bugs and kinks still present, it just kills the experience entirely.. Its Free. 5\/7. Miki Sugina's as Illustrator + MANYO as
composer = G O D L I K E. Not really worth it mostly because in the slowest mode without pausing you get about an 3 hours
worth of gametime as the USA because it exists only near the end of the game USA Free 1776 game ends 1814-1815. This
game is an expansion pack to the original Half-Life, It's pretty good. You see the Marines' side of the Black Mesa incident.

You play as Adrian Shephard who was mysteriously bumped up to the Advanced Training List and is sent to Black Mesa for a
clean up operation. Things go wrong and Shephard must fight for his life against Black Ops, Aliens from Xen, and Race X.

I highly recommend you give this a try.. Pretty challenging at the start, even on the easiest difficulty, but after a bit of learning
its quite enjoyable. heavenly art-style. wonderful voice acting. beautiful storyline. the music is on point and fits perfectly with
the art. this is more than i expected. it's just really freaking amazing and a must buy for all yuri fans!
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Game Information

Maestro: Music of Death Collector's Edition is an Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game that was developed by ERS Game Studio
and published by Big Fish Games Studio.

Since this is a collector's edition, it comes with extra features, that are not available in its' counterpart; the standard edition.

Game Visuals

I want to mentioned that the visuals in the game is nicely done. The visuals can be adjusted in the game's option menu.

Game Audio

I want to mentioned that audio for the game is well done. Even though the audio is somewhat simplistic and repetitive. The audio
can be adjusted in the game's option menu as well.

Gameplay

There two different difficulty game modes to choose from: Regular and Expert.

The notebook keep tracks of progression in the game. Such as story events and clues.

There is no map in the game. The player has to remember where to go in the game.

There is no padlock feature that is available to lock the inventory panel in place to make it stationary.

The hidden object scenes consists of the following: Traditional word list. Some of these hidden object scenes may require little or no
interactions.

The puzzles are fairly easy to solve without having the need to skip any of them.

Since this is a collector's edition, there is a bonus chapter, but it can be accessed only after the main story is completed.

Miscellaneous

There are extra features in the game: Bonus Chapter; Soundtracks; Concept Art; Wallpapers; Screen Saver and Game's Strategy
Guide. Most of these extra features can be access only after the entire game is completed.

Final thoughts: I have found the game enjoyable to a certain extent. The replay value for the game is low. I would recommend this
game, but not at the game's full price value.. This book had my daughter and I floored for the entire weekend. We couldn't wait to
find out what the evil warlock looked like and what treasures he kept hidden. We played all of friday night before bedtime and
didn't survive our first journey, but we ventured forth again on saturday morning. By 5 in the evening we were finally sitting on the
throne of Firetop Mountain together. All in all I am having a blast with this book and my 12 year old girl is as well. She can't wait
to try to get her friends into these. We are going to end up getting some of the paper editions that havent been placed on the
catalogue. It seems as if you may have a new young fan to spread her love of a new hobby to a younger generation.. NO , THREE
WHEELER BIKES ?. Waste of money and time. Regrets were had.. Pretty Fun where it is at right now. Controls seem a bit "floaty"
and no music yet. Price is reasonable. I still think you should wait to buy.

Here is some no commentary gameplay.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9ck0h8buK30. Feel like the game is a bit unbalanced atm, exploding troops are pretty
overpowered in multiplayer deathmatches. Unless you are able to CC them there is little chance to kill a sapper or a sneak
before they decimate you IMO. Still a lot of potential here even if some concepts and mechanics seem a bit obtuse initially.
Looking forward to the future of what this game has to offer.. I would really like to recommend this game. It looks very
promising from the few minutes I have been able to watch. However, I have had it crash on me 3 times in a row. I restarted my
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machine, tried to restart Steam, etc. It goes for a minute or so and then crashes with various errors.

I will update my review if, or when, I am able to watch the entire movie.. Very lagging and hard to process game without any
guide.

Not player friendly

little content pretty bored after 1 day playing
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